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To obtain more accurate atomic models from cryoEM and increase their impact on biomedical research, metrics are needed that 

carefully evaluate these constructed models. In this poster we present further developments on FSC-Q, a map-to-model quality issue 

recently introduced [1], with the capability to detect those areas of the model that are better supported by the experimental data 

(Figure1). The algorithm performs a careful analysis of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio in the half maps and in map generated from the 

proposed model through local resolution. It is intuitive and, yet, very precise, introducing quality information that we have 

quantitatively shown is new, in the sense that some of it was not captured in previous quality assessment metrics. 

 

Figure 1: Structure-fit analysis of the closed-state SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein (emd-21452) using FSC-Q. A) FSC-Q are represented on 

the map generated from the atomic model (PDB: id-6vxx). Scale: red indicates atoms that may be associated with noise and blue indicates poorly 

fitted atoms or areas with low resolvability. B) The panel shows the original fit (left) of amino acids THR-323 and GLU-324 and the improved fit 

(right) using ISOLDE [2]. Under each fragment, the average FSC-Q is shown. 
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